
ARTime BARRO Firing Agreement


I hereby consent and choose to fire my ceramic pieces and art at ARTime BARRO Laguna Beach in their kiln. 
I am aware that any damages done in the kiln do not hold the owners and or employees of ARTime BARRO 

responsible. I leave full control as to how they will load my pieces into their kiln with their expertise. I am also 
aware of all repercussions of the nature of firing clay ie: shrinkage, warping, and running of glaze. I also 

consent that the pieces are fully dry and ready to be fired and/or the bottoms have been cleaned off (unless 
already mentioned the state of the clay with the owner or employee). And lastly I consent that the clay and 

glaze used on my pieces are CONE 5. 


Name:___________________________________ Signature:______________________________________________ 

Date:____________________________Type of Firing and # of pieces:_____________________________________


PAID/How?(employee to fill out):___________________________


Name and Signature of ARTime BARRO employee:___________________________________________________
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